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One of the more insightful explanations for economic progress in 
industrialized nations during the last half of the twentieth century 
has been the recognition of "human resources as the wealth of na- 
tions."' The notion has long enjoyed a rhetorical appeal by pol'iticians 
in democratic societies. But awareness that the principle has enormous 
economic implications for national and international well-being has es- 
sentially been a post-World War I1 phenomena. Increasingly, policy- 
makers in industrialized nations have realized that the human resource 
development of their labor forces is the key to efforts to address such 
difficult issues as efficiency, equity, stablilization, and growth. Nations 
with limited physical resources, such as Japan and Germany, have sus- 
tained superior economic performances in this new era largely because 
they have been forced to develop their human resources. All industrial 
democracies have come to appreciate the wisdom of Ray Marshall's 
observation that "developed, educated, motivated people are an unlim- 
ited resource . . . [while] undeveloped, uneducated, unmotivated peo- 
ple are a monumental drag on an economy in the internationalized 
information era" of contemporary times.2 

For most of its history, the field of economics has paid little attention 
to the contribution of human resources to the production process. 
Workers were assigned an essentially passive role. It was simply as- 
sumed that, since the demand for labor is a derivative of the demand 
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for goods and services, the workers could adjust somehow to the tech- 
nologically imposed requirements of the job. The labor supply was 
viewed as having a weak influence on job design. During periods in 
which societies were primarily agriculturally based (as they were during 
the era of the classical writers from Adam Smith to Karl Marx), the 
assumption that the labor supply was essentially homogeneous was 
generally acceptable. Most jobs required little in the way of skill or 
knowledge and most workers possessed little of either. The same can 
be said for the job creation process associated with the mechanization 
of industry during the century following the Industrial Revolution (in- 
cluding the period when classical economics gave way either to Marxist 
or neoclassical economics depending upon one's politics). The substitu- 
tion of machinery for the historic dependence by pre-industrial soci- 
eties on animal and human muscle power resulted in the creation of 
millions of jobs that required very little in the way of skill or education 
from the work force. Karl Marx, and later Thorstein Veblen, bemoaned 
the resulting alienation of workers as the "instinct for workmanship" 
was gradually factored-out of their working lives. Both described what 
was essentially the urbanization and proletarianization of the work 
force because of the onset of the industrialization process. 

In the early twentieth century, the addition of continuous process 
production techniques associated with the advent of the assembly line 
only exacerbated the dimensions of the prevailing employment pat- 
terns. It did not alter them. The economy of the United States was still 
in its adolescence. Mass production provided a means of producing 
consumer goods and of offering them at low cost to a consuming public 
that at the time possessed very few material goods. Except during the 
years of direct United States involvement in World War I, there was 
essentially no military budget to consume valuable economic re- 
sources. Millions of unskilled blue-collar jobs were created largely in 
manufacturing, mining and construction. Most required little in the 
way of human capital endowments. Furthermore, most of the new 
manufacturing and construction jobs were centralized in the urban cen- 
ters of the Northeast. 

The ensuing labor reform movements of the early twentieth century 
focused primarily on efforts to remove the sharp edges of the industri- 
alization process. There was no perceived need to develop the human 
resource potential of the labor force. To the degree that the United 
States had any human resource policy at the time, it was essentially the 
open-door immigration policy (until 1924) that admitted millions of 
unskilled and poorly educated workers to staff the factories, mines, and 
construction sites, as well as to work in agriculture. The emergence of 
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institutional economic thought in the United States during this period 
(with the exception of Veblen who, like Marx, saw the proletarianiza- 
tion process as inevitably giving way to a new socialist society) was 
primarily concerned with reforming the existing society. But these re- 
forms-as typified by the humane contributions made by John R. 
Commons and his fellow members of "the Wisconsin School"-were 
designed to achieve a "reasonable" and harmonious ~ociety.~ Com- 
mons did not believe in centralized planning. He and his followers 
thought that evolving institutional arrangements such as trade union- 
ism (with its emphasis on achieving a collective bargaining contract), 
protective labor legislation, court decisions, industrial commissions 
with arbitration powers, personnel departments, and shop councils at 
work sites would provide ad hoc planning mechanisms. These efforts, 
they believed, would suffice to provide pragmatic ways to address the 
inevitable human adjustment problems associated with the advances 
of industrialization. There is mention only by implication by Com- 
mons and his associates of any need to focus upon the development of 
the employment potential of the nation's labor force. Commons's last- 
ing contribution was his advocacy of a real-world problem solving ap- 
proach as the justification for the study of labor economics. He did not, 
however, change the view of orthodox economics-that workers were 
a quantitative necessity but a qualitatively passive agent to the produc- 
tion process. 

Likewise, the coming of the "new economics" of John M. Keynes in 
1936 did nothing to alter the prevailing per~pective.~ As revolutionary 
as were the assumptions and policy prescriptions of Keynes, his anal- 
ysis had nothing to say about the qualitative nature of the supply of 
labor. The macroeconomic theory that has subsequently evolved from 
Keynes's conceptualization was premised upon the singular impor- 
tance of labor demand. The "employment policy" of Keynes and his 
followers has meant that the application of fiscal policy measures alone 
could sufficiently manipulate the aggregate purchasing power of society 
to stabilize the economy. But in the 1930s, with its mass unemploy- 
ment and price deflation, there was no real need to wony about human 
resource development. The primary human resource concern was the 
under-utilization of the abundant supply of qualified labor that was al- 
ready available. 

The Recognition of the Importance of Human Resources 

Three separate developments have occurred during the post-World 
War I1 era that have contributed to the recognition that human re- 
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source development may be the key to economic progress in the emerg- 
ing era of computerization and automatic control. These have been the 
introduction of the concept of human capital to the study of the labor 
allocation and income determination process; the linkage of human re- 
source development to economic growth; and the recognition of the 
growing significance of structural change in the labor market as a spe- 
cific economic policy issue. Institutional economists have been very 
wary and openly critical of the human capital approach; they have ac- 
cepted the findings pertaining to human resource development and eco- 
nomic growth; and they have been instrumental in their advocacy of 
the need to recognize the importance of human resource development 
as the key response to structural change of the economy. Each approach 
warrants brief mention. 

The Human Capital of Individuals 

Except for purely classical ideologues, most economists who have 
studied the labor market of the United States have been dissatisfied 
with the simplicity of orthodox economics. As the popular saying goes, 
"when Adam Smith's 'invisible hand' is applied to the labor market, it 
becomes all thumbs." The labor market is composed ofwidely differing 
types of labor demand for various kinds of workers and of a labor sup- 
ply that consists of individuals with widely differing aspirations, tal- 
ents, skills, locational preferences, and educational experiences. If 
classical theory postulates that the labor force is homogeneous, then 
there is very little for conventional demand and supply analysis to ex- 
plain. But if both differentiated labor demand and labor supply exist, 
the explanation of how labor is allocated and rewarded becomes far 
more complex. 

In an effort to salvage a market-oriented analysis, contemporary ad- 
vocates of neoclassical economics concluded that only slight modifica- 
tions were necessary in the orthodox perspecti~e.~ Their revised view 
essentially argues that the principle characteristics that differentiate the 
experiences of members of the labor force are skill and education. 
Differential economic returns to workers can be explained by the differ- 
ences in their respective productivities. As there are costs incurred in 
the process of acquiring marketable skills and knowledge, the attain- 
ment of these attributes by an individual can be viewed as an invest- 
ment in human capital. Proponents of this approach regard it as a 
positive theory of the labor market that explains how things are-not 
the way things should be. With this slight adjustment, the advocates 
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feel content with the revised neoclassical analysis of how the forces of 
demand and supply operate in the labor market. Human capital propo- 
nents do not believe that human beings should be considered commod- 
ities. Nonetheless, they hold that employers actually do view workers 
as commodities whose labor services are purchased on the basis of their 
respective human capital endowments. Human capital theory seeks to 
bridge the gap between income determination and income distribution 
by asserting that variations in the human capital investments of indi- 
viduals explain variations in individual income. The policy conclusion 
is that general expenditures on education and training can enhance the 
opportunities for higher incomes for labor force participants. 

Institutionally-oriented writers have been openly critical of the hu- 
man capital approach from its onset. Michael Piore, for instance, has 
claimed that human capital and the study of labor economics are fun- 
damentally distinct. He has said that labor economics "is an applied 
field concerned with the solution of particular problems" while human 
capital theory "is applied theory concerned with the application of cer- 
tain prin~iples."~ Uniformly, institutionalists, have felt that it is pa- 
tently naive to believe that the human capital approach is a positive 
theory that is any more free of normative judgments than any other 
theoretical appr~ach .~  But more substantively, critics have attacked the 
simplicity of the human capital approach-like its broader neoclassical 
paradigm-for its avoidance of any recognition of the significance of 
complex institutional practices and historical factors that influence la- 
bor market  operation^.^ There is no allowance made for the ways that 
societal institutions (for example, schools, businesses, unions, govern- 
ment, or the military) can limit through their customs, practices, and 
policies the efforts of individuals to maximize opportunities to im- 
prove themselves. Nor is there any recognition of the historical barriers 
that have been placed in the paths of subgroups of the labor force to 
attain levels of human capital or to apply equally those human capital 
attributes that they do possess. Studies, for example, have found that 
many such workers often already have human capital endowments that 
exceed the limited range of jobs that are generally available to them.9 

Lester Thurow, who once was an avid advocate of the human capital 
approach, has subsequently become one of its sharpest critics.1° Thu- 
row notes that the labor input to the production process is so "peculiar" 
in its characteristics that it simply cannot be analyzed according to the 
same criteria applicable to physical factors of production. Human be- 
ings have preferences that are formed in a social environment. These 
preferences foster likes and dislikes that are often interdependent. 
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Thus, when human beings are involved, their behavior cannot be fully 
judged by simply using income as a measure of economic performance 
or behavior or as an indicator of satisfaction. In addition, the produc- 
tivity of human beings often depends on personal motivation and 
effort. It is not technologically determined. Likewise, human capital 
cannot be separated from its owner (for instance, to earn a football play- 
er's wage, you must be able to excel in playing football). Further, 
whereas physical capital can only produce goods and services, human 
beings both produce and consume human capital (for example, signifi- 
cant consumption expenditures are made for improving health, acquir- 
ing education, or searching for a better job). Thurow also notes that 
many important decisions concerning human capital acquisition by in- 
dividuals are made by other people (that is, parents and society) and, 
because human beings are mortal, the age and physical condition of an 
investor in human capital has much to say about the possibility of ac- 
quiring and using particular skills and education. There is a high pre- 
mium placed on making many human capital decisions early in one's 
life, whereas such considerations are unimportant for investors in phys- 
ical capital. Human capital, it turns out, often represents a collection 
of assets rather than a single asset. Moreover, not every investor in hu- 
man capital has the same set of production techniques (some individu- 
als have natural talents while others cannot acquire the same abilities 
no matter how hard they try or how much they spend). Thus, Thurow 
concludes "a human capital model of investments can be constructed 
but when it is completed it will have little relation to the model used 
for physical  investment^."^ 

Consequently, institutionalists have seriously questioned the appro- 
priateness of the human capital approach with its feedback to tradi- 
tional neoclassical analysis.12 The issue involves much more than 
theoretical carping. Although human capital theory seems logical in its 
surface reasoning, it is flawed in its diagnosis of labor market outcomes 
and deficient in its application to the experiences of major subgroups 
of the labor force. With respect to diagnosis, it places full responsibility 
for differential market outcomes on individuals for their assumed 
differential investments in their human capital. It postulates, for exam- 
ple, that the poverty, underemployment, and unemployment of low- 
income minority workers is their fault (that is, they underinvested) 
when, in fact, the opportunities for self-improvement may have been 
inadequate or unavailable. By also attempting to link the education and 
training of individuals to income rather than to productivity, it is im- 
possible to determine if higher earnings are the result of actual human 
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capital endowments or of the mere possession of certain job creden- 
tials. In other instances, persons who already possess adequate skills 
and educations are denied equal opportunities to apply these abilities. 
The theory cannot explain why a subgroup such as Hispanics has a con- 
siderably higher income than do blacks even though blacks have sig- 
nificantly higher educational attainment levels than do Hispanics. The 
same can generally be said for the earnings experiences of many women 
relative to many men. Critics of the human capital approach assert that 
the explanations are more likely to be found in institutional practices 
and historical influences in the labor market that cause, rather than 
merely reflect, the differential experiences of certain individuals and of 
major groups within the labor force. 

Human Resources and Aggregate Economic Growth 

Most economists with differing intellectual orientations agree with 
the conclusions from studies relating human resource development 
with aggregate productivity increases and economic growth. Relying 
upon the seminal work done by Edward Denison, it is now clear that 
the growth of the U.S. economy stems from the contributions of the 
nation's human resources.13 Of the six groups of sources that he iden- 
tifies as making positive contributions to U.S. economic growth from 
1929 to 1982, the labor inputs account for nearly half-47 percent-of 
the growth rate (34 percent came from an increase in the amount of 
work done because of the numbers, working hours, and characteristics 
of the workers, while an additional 13 percent is attributed to the in- 
crease in the level of education). If advances in knowledge (which 
added 26 percent to the growth of the economy) are included among 
the human resource contributions, the total human resource contribu- 
tion increases to 73 percent. A similar study by Anthony Carnavale in 
1983 found that 75 percent of the improvement in productivity in the 
United States since 1929 can be attributed to human resource develop- 
ment activities such as on-the-job training, education, formal training 
and health.14 Thus, while economists in general and public policymak- 
ers in particular have focused upon physical capital as the explanation 
for long-term economic growth, it has actually been human resource 
development that has been the major contributor. Denison, for in- 
stance, found that increases in physical capital added only 17 percent 
and land improvements added zero to long-term economic growth. 

Thus, the idea that human resources are a nation's most important 
asset is no mere political clichk. It is a fact of economic life that de- 
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serves prominence in policy formulation. As will be discussed subse- 
quently, recognition of the necessity to focus economic policy upon 
human resource development is a relatively recent concept as has been 
the process of forging the institutional practices and organizations re- 
quired to foster this relationship. 

A Response to Structural Change 

A major contribution that institutional economists have made to di- 
recting public attention and policy toward the necessity to adopt a hu- 
man resource strategy has come from the contention that the 
employment structure of the U.S. economy since the end of World War 
I1 is being radically transformed. The causes are diverse but, in the 
main, they stem from rapid changes in technology; the fact that science 
itself has become a major source of innovation; enhanced foreign com- 
petition; substantial increases in the size of the labor force; dramatic 
changes in the gender and racial composition of the labor force; major 
shifts in consumer tastes away from goods toward services as revealed 
by their emerging expenditure patterns; the revival of mass immigra- 
tion; and the accelerated growth in governmental expenditures on na- 
tional defense.15 The resulting influences have caused major industrial 
shifts of employment patterns from goods production to the provision 
of services; of occupational patterns from blue collar to white collar 
employment; and geographic shifts from rural to urban areas, as well 
as from the historic employment concentrations in the urban Northeast 
to new concentrations in the urban Southeast and urban Southwest. 

Many observers believe that these shifts in employment patterns are 
responsible for the pronounced secular rise in the "prosperity unem- 
ployment rates" that the nation has sustained since the end of World 
War I1 (that is, every period of prosperity-with the sole exception of 
the years during the height of the Vietnam War in the late 1960s-for 
the past forty years has been accompanied by a higher level of aggregate 
unemployment than the previous period). Moreover, the unemploy- 
ment experiences of subgroups of the labor force have not been evenly 
distributed. Youths and minorities, have, for example, sustained sig- 
nificantly higher unemployment rates than have been revealed by the 
rising aggregate unemployment measure. The same can be said of many 
workers in selected inner-cities and rural areas. Those workers with low 
levels of education and training, inadequate work experience, and those 
from groups that have endured past experiences with discrimination 
have had the greatest difficulty finding adequate employment and com- 
parable income opportunities. 
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Recognizing the emergence of a secular increase in unemployment, 
however, has been easier than securing agreement among economists 
about what is causing the phenomenon or what to do about it.I6 Since 
the 1930s, Keynesian macroeconomics has sought to lay claim to the 
resolution of problems of economic stabilization. Thus, ma- 
croeconomists asserted in the 1960s that the problem was inadequate 
demand that required a fiscal policy solution (that is, reliance on a mas- 
sive tax cut)." Likewise, during this same period the monetarists, led 
by Milton Friedman, boasted that they had the proper policy panacea.18 
These two policy approaches vied for support from mainstream econ- 
omists.19 But when substantial rates of inflation and unemployment oc- 
curred simultaneously in the 1970s, both schools of thought were 
intellectually stymied and forced to revert to baroque refinements of 
theoretical principles rather than to confront directly the economic 
problems of the times. Nevertheless, the teaching of economics in the 
United States has been based upon the contention that fiscal and/or 
monetary solutions are the proper responses to changing economic con- 
ditions in the labor market. 

In contrast, a number of labor economists contended throughout this 
era that it was the changing structural conditions in the labor market 
that were the explanation for the deterioration of employment condi- 
tions. These structural factors meant that the supply of labor could not 
adjust automatically to the changing character of labor demand. Hence, 
they contended that these structural conditions had to be squarely ad- 
dressed.20 They prescribed interventionist human resource policies that 
were directly focused on facilitating the labor adjustment process. Ad- 
vocates of human resource development have not attacked the need to 
adopt parallel policies designed to stimulate the demand for labor. But 
they have claimed that exclusive reliance upon such measures is likely 
to be insufficient to provide full employment for an economy in the 
midst of structural transformation.21 

Ironically, Keynes was fully aware of the limitations of his proposals. 
He stressed the fact that his analysis was essentially a short-run diagno- 
sis. It was based on the assumption that the size of the labor force, the 
capital stock (both human and physical), the state of technology, the 
degree of competition, and the tastes for consumption of goods and ser- 
vices are all assumed to be constant.22 In the short run, such assump- 
tions may be acceptable, but over the long run they obviously are not. 
Keynes clearly recognized this limitation. He labeled these parameters 
as composing the "social structure" that "determines the distribution 
of national inc0me."~3 In other words, he recognized that changes in 
these structural conditions require policy responses other than fiscal 
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policy. But the modern-day disciples of Keynes have overlooked his 
expressed warnings and have sought to convert his analysis into a long- 
run prescription for achieving stabilizati~n.~~ They have acknowledged 
the existence of structural problems but they have contended that there 
is always some element of structural problems in any dynamic econ- 
omy. They deny that these conditions have worsened in the contem- 
porary era. Much the same can be said for the monetarism of Milton 
Friedman. It too is a single remedy approach. It simply assumes (or 
asserts) that a competitive domestic economic system with flexible in- 
ternational exchange rates must only adhere to a steady growth in the 
nation's money supply to achieve non-inflationary full employment. 
Labor force adjustment is assumed to be automatic. Thus, little men- 
tion is made by either macroeconomists or monetarists of the supply 
of labor and how it might adjust to widespread and sustained structural 
changes. 

Despite the confidence-or arrogance-of both macro and monetar- 
ist economists that demand policies alone can guide the economy, labor 
economists of an institutional bent have not been convinced. They 
have argued that the structural changes in the economy require specific 
labor market responses. It is argued that in the emerging economic en- 
vironment, the types ofjobs that are most rapidly increasing in number 
are those that place a premium on skill and education; those that are 
disappearing are the ones that require little in the way of human capital 
endowments. Moreover, the geographical distribution of the growth of 
jobs has been uneven. Thus, it is to be expected in such dynamic cir- 
cumstances that unemployed people and vacant jobs can coexist on 
both a short- and long-term basis.25 Thus, there has been support for a 
policy approach that focuses on labor market policies-such as occupa- 
tional training, re-training, up-grading, work experience, education (at 
all levels), improved labor market information systems, and voluntary 
labor relocation programs. There has also been growing recognition of 
the employment significance of such other critical areas of public con- 
cern as health, welfare, housing, speech therapy, counseling, social re- 
habilitation, child care, legal services, and transportation. The package 
of reforms also has included measures to assure equal employment op- 
portunity practices. Thus, the overall objective has been to develop 
public policies that are intended to enhance the employment potential 
of labor force participants. As opposed to the general approach of fiscal 
and monetary policy, the human resource approach seeks specific rem- 
edies for specific individual circumstances. Different groups in the la- 
bor force have different needs. Hence, a menu of policy options needs 
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to be offered. By introducing the concept of "employability" into the 
labor policy lexicon, it has also been implicitly recognized that no 
longer are such issues as unemployment, underemployment, and pov- 
erty to be considered the sole province of economists. Other disciplines 
and professions also have key roles to play in the policy formulation 
and application processes. 

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the growth of human resource pol- 
icy was strongly supported by governmental action despite the reti- 
cence of many mainstream economists about the need for a human 
resource strategy. Congress and a series of administrations (Kennedy 
through Carter) were openly supportive of providing programmatic 
substance to these ideas. In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor 
during this era undertook a massive research agenda to spawn policy- 
oriented programs, to sponsor demonstration projects, and to create an 
evaluation system to assess the effectiveness of the results.26 It was a 
period of social experimentation that, as one might expect, included 
both successes and failures.27 

In the early 1970s, still another tact was added to the human resource 
program endeavors. It was the revival of direct job creation. At first 
the support was based on the fact that job creation could be used as a 
countercyclical employment device just as it had been during the New 
Deal era of the 1930s. But by the mid-1970s, such programmatic ac- 
tions were also viewed as having a counterstructural potential. Namely, 
there are certain subgroups of the labor force that have difficulty finding 
jobs even during periods of general economic prosperity. Providing 
jobs in the public sector could serve as a means of on-the-job training 
for persons who lacked both skills and work experience. The jobs that 
were provided could also be designed to provide needed public services 
that were generally underfunded (in urban areas) or unavailable (in ru- 
ral areas). Moreover, during the period when the nation was confronted 
with both inflation and unemployment, job creation programs could 
be targeted precisely to those groups and regions that had higher-than- 
average unemployment rates so as to provide needed jobs while not 
contributing to inflationary labor market pressures. Despite political 
criticism of some of the administrative aspects of these efforts, the re- 
search studies of the economic effectiveness of these job creation pro- 
grams were uniformly favorable.28 

With the election of the Reagan Administration, however, this era 
of public support for interventionist human resource strategies essen- 
tially came to an end-or at least a pause. The Reagan Administration 
has sought to reduce domestic social expenditures in order to enhance 
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the nation's defense posture. All public sector job creation programs 
were terminated and expenditures on publicly supported training pro- 
grams were sharply reduced. Education programs, especially those de- 
signed for low-income students, were curtailed. For awhile, there were 
even attempts to abolish the Department of Education from the federal 
bureaucracy. As for economic policy, the administration fell back upon 
conventional macroeconomics as embodied by a series of massive tax 
cuts plus pursuit of a more competitive domestic environment (as 
manifested by efforts to de-regulate the economy and to pursue a free- 
trade international policy) to resolve employment problems.29 In the 
wake of these endeavors, unemployment soared in 198 1 and 1982 to 
the highest levels experienced since the 1930s (almost 1 1 percent). Even 
when a "recovery" did begin in 1983, the aggregate unemployment rate 
remained in excess of 7 percent throughout the mid-1980s. Unemploy- 
ment rates for minorities and youths soared to astronomically high 
rates throughout this period. 

It is likely that the nation is going to pay a high price for the interreg- 
num in public support for human resource development. Unlike fiscal 
policy actions and money supply manipulations that can be altered in 
relatively short order, human resource policies and programs require 
long-range planning and continuity in financial commitments. Training 
and educational institutions involve the need for facilities, materials, 
equipment, staff, and administrators. But the most difficult problem to 
overcome is the fact that it takes highly trained people to train and to 
educate the untrained and the uneducated. Erratic support for human 
development programs can only make more difficult the task of at- 
tracting and retaining qualified trainers and educators. The same can 
be said for the parallel need to develop qualified program administra- 
tors and to attract a cadre of academic scholars to the field to generate 
problem-solving ideas and to assess programmatic effectiveness. 

If the structuralists are correct in their assessment, it is likely that 
public support for this approach will again revive in the near future. 
To paraphrase Winston Churchill, it is hoped that the Reagan Admin- 
istration's disinterest in human resource development is not the begin- 
ning of the end but, rather, merely the end of the beginning of efforts 
to adopt an active human resource policy at the national level. The re- 
mainder of this essay is devoted to outlining the course that a renewed 
human resource approach could assume. 

Dimensions of Human Resource Development 

There are three separate policy approaches to the study of human 
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resource economics. One pertains to the quantitative dimensions, 
which are concerned with the aggregate amount of human resources 
that are actually available and utilized to produce the nation's goods 
and services. The second is the qualitative dimension, which is con- 
cerned with the opportunities for development of the latent employ- 
ment potential of the individual, as well as the collective employment 
capabilities of society's available human resources. The third is the ne- 
cessity to assure there are no artificial barriers imposed on the labor 
market that prevent equal opportunity both to access to the societal 
institutions responsible for human resource development and to em- 
ployment in the jobs that allow persons to apply their acquired abilities. 

The Quantitative Dimension 

The quantitative dimension of a nation's human resources are trans- 
mitted to the economy through its population by means of 
participation in the labor force. The population is composed of those 
people who are born within the country plus the net difference between 
those who immigrate minus those who emigrate. In the United States, 
immigration has, since the mid-1960s, again emerged as a significant 
contributor to the nation's population growth. As the demographer 
Leon Bouvier has recently observed "immigration now appears to be 
almost as important as fertility insofar as U.S. population growth is 
c~ncerned ."~~ Thus, in the United States (but unlike most other indus- 
trial nations), immigration is of major contemporary con~equence.~~ 
Although there is emigration from the United States, no such data has 
been collected since 1958. There is no question, however, that immigra- 
tion exceeds emigration by several multiples, so that net immigration 
is known to be positive even though it cannot be specifically measured. 

The Population-Labor Force Issue. The conversion of some portion 
of the population into an available labor force is measured by statistical 
definitions that measure availability and not ~e l l -be ing .~~  This means 
that there is a minimum age set for a person to be counted in the labor 
force. There are also standards that are set to determine those persons 
of labor force age who are not confined in institutions, and who are 
able, available, and actively seeking employment. Those who find work 
for a defined minimum number of hours are counted as being em- 
ployed; those who meet all other standards for job search but who do 
not meet the minimum hour requirement are unemployed. 

Thus, at any given time, there is some reserve portion of the popu- 
lation of labor force age who constitute potential human resource con- 
tributors to production of output for the economy but who are not 
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being utilized. Most serious of these are those persons who are officially 
classified as being unemployed. The inability of an economy to provide 
employment for available workers represents the epitome of human re- 
source inefficiency. Thus, one key aspect of national human resource 
policy must be to press for policy measures that are designed to obtain 
full employment. Consequently, as indicated earlier, fiscal and mon- 
etary policies that are specifically designed to maintain a high level of 
labor demand do have a quantitative human resource dimension: 
namely, the utilization of all available human resources already quali- 
fied to fill any jobs that are created as a direct consequence of these 
policies under changing economic circumstances. 

The issue of the underutilization of human resources also has effi- 
ciency overtones. Of most concern are the problems of "discouraged 
workers" (that is, persons who give up active job search but who want 
to work if they thought they could find employment) and involuntary 
part-time employment (that is, persons who work part-time but who 
want to work full time). The former are not counted as being employed 
or unemployed, while the latter are counted as being fully employed. 
There is also the issue of underemployment-the situation wherein 
workers are employed in jobs that require skills and education below 
those that the workers already possess. Presently there is no measure 
of this underemployment because the concept is not easily quantifiable. 
The difficulty of measurement does not mean that the problem is un- 
important. In fact, there are significant signs that underemployment is 
widespread in rural areas and in many inner cities.33 A comprehensive 
human resource strategy must include efforts to reduce all of these cate- 
gories of underutilization and underemployment. 

Although quantitative measures of human resources focus on avail- 
ability, full employment and full utilization of available human 
resources may still be insufficient goals. Available measures of human 
resource utilization do not relate income and earnings to employment. 
Consequently, it is possible for the spouse of the highly-paid president 
of General Motors to be unemployed (and, thus, be a subject of quan- 
titative concern because an available human resource is not being em- 
ployed), while a fully employed family head may be unable to earn a 
salary sufficient to pull his or her family above a poverty level (but not 
be a subject of specific quantitative concern because the resource is 
counted as being employed). Hence, a complete human resource strat- 
egy should look beyond mere utilization measures to examine the eco- 
nomic welfare of the employed human resources as well. Proposals to 
link employment and earnings in order to acquire a measure of actual 
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economic "hardship" have been made but, to date, they have not been 
accepted as an official policy concern.34 

The Immigration Issue. In those few countries of the world-of 
which the United States is one-that continue to accept significant 
numbers of new immigrants each year, immigration constitutes an im- 
portant aspect of human resource policy. With the exception of Israel, 
which uses immigration policy as a means of national security and for 
religious acommodation purposes, most of the remaining nations use 
immigration to meet specific labor market needs (for instance, to meet 
skill shortages or to settle unpopulated areas where worker shortages 
exist). In these cases, there is also a tendency (as in Canada) to annually 
adjust the number of immigrants to be admitted on the basis of aggre- 
gate labor market conditions (when unemployment is low or declining, 
immigration levels are allowed to increase; when unemployment is 
high or rising, immigration levels reduced). In the case of the United 
States, however, immigration policy-for a number of unique institu- 
tional reasons-has been allowed to function independently of its eco- 
nomic  consequence^.^^ It has been allowed to become a purely political 
policy. Not only is mass abuse of the admission system tolerated by 
illegal immigration, but the legal system is predicated largely on the 
basis of family reunification rather than on demonstrated labor market 
needs. Moreover, legal admission levels are fixed so that there is no 
effort made to relate the number of immigrants admitted each year to 
prevailing economic conditions. If annual immigration flows were of 
minor importance, there would be little reason for concern. But as im- 
migration accounts for at least one-third of the annual growth of the 
U.S. labor force in the 1980s, immigration is not a subject of minor 
human resource consequence. Comprehensive reform of the entire im- 
migration policy of the United States is a contemporary imperative. 

The Qualitative Dimension 

In a period of economic transformation, democratic nations like 
Germany, France, Sweden, and Japan have recognized the need for an 
"active" human resource policy to complement efforts to achieve full 
employment of all available human res0urces.3~ Experience has dem- 
onstrated to the governments of these nations that labor market adjust- 
ment to rapidly changing industrial, occupational, and geographic 
employment patterns cannot be assumed. The United States has taken 
tentative steps in this direction, but, as will be discussed below, has 
tended to focus its efforts on passive policies designed to help those 
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"left behind" by economic change. Helping the economically disadvan- 
taged is a noble and a necessary aspect of a human resources develop- 
ment strategy, but it is an incomplete approach if similar undertakings 
are not available to all income stratums of the labor force who need 
assistance. 

The overarching difference between the state of human resource de- 
velopment policy in the United States and that of other major indus- 
trial democracies is philosophical. In these other nations, the 
underpinning of their human resource endeavors is the belief that all 
accidental victims of social and economic change or of cyclical fluctu- 
ations in the economy are a societal responsibility. It is society's ob- 
ligation to train (or retrain), to educate (or reeducate), to relocate, or to 
compensate those workers who find themselves unemployed or under- 
employed through no fault of their own. In most instances, these na- 
tions have adopted some form of national economic planning or 
industrial policy that includes necessary labor market adjustment poli- 
cies as key elements. But, in the United States, the tendency is to place 
the responsibility on individuals and local communities to respond to 
these changing economic conditions on their own. There is little or no 
economic planning (except in the special areas of national defense and 
national highway construction). There is an aversion to economic plan- 
ning in general and to human resource planning in particular. Reliance 
upon individual and community adjustment to the conditions of the 
marketplace remains the policy norm-especially in the 1980s. There 
is periodic political talk during election years about the need to re-order 
national "priorities" (which is precisely the language embodiment of 
the planning ideal) but there have been no steps at the national level 
to formalize the procedures necessary to establish and to achieve any 
set of national priorities. The political power (or lack of it) of vested 
interest groups to exert lobbying strength to achieve ad hoc objectives 
remains the modus operandi in the United States for setting and pursu- 
ing most non-defense related economic objectives. 

The exception to this generalization about interventionist human re- 
source policy has been the limited and piecemeal programs enacted 
between 1961 and 1981. During this period, the federal government 
initiated a variety of endeavors to directly assist in labor force adjust- 
ment. In response to a campaign pledge made by President John F. 
Kennedy, legislation was passed in 1961 designed to assist distressed 
geographic areas (that is, areas with above average unemployment 
rates). Included in the assistance package were federal funds to provide 
occupational training to citizens who might be hired by private sector 
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enterprises that agreed to locate in these designated areas. This legisla- 
tion was the "nose under the tent." It opened the door for a virtual 
plethora of human resource development legislation. These initiatives 
included overhauling existing vocational education and vocational re- 
habilitation programs, expanding and opening up apprenticeship train- 
ing to minorities and women, providing federal funds to aid 
elementary, secondary, and higher education, creating health care pro- 
grams, establishing nutrition and food stamp programs, providing pre- 
school education to children of low-income families, as well as 
remedial adult education programs, and initiating economic develop- 
ment assistance to regions, communities, and neighborhoods. 

In the training field, one of the most ambitious undertakings was the 
adoption of the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) of 
1962 and its subsequent liberalizing amendments. This legislation is of 
special interest because it was originally enacted in direct response to 
fears that rapid technological change (caused largely by automation) 
was a major explanation for structural changes in employment pat- 
t e r n ~ . ~ ~  This pioneering legislation was primarily designed to provide 
occupational retraining at the public expense for displaced workers to 
find private sector employment. In a way, it was intended to be a new 
form of social insurance for semi-skilled persons with prior work expe- 
rience. With the coming of the Vietnam War, however, the employ- 
ment patterns that had caused this concern were at least temporarily 
reversed. Both manufacturing sector jobs and blue collar occupations 
that had been declining for over a decade, were revived because of the 
sharp increase in defense and defense-related spending. The original 
clientele for MDTA, therefore, appeared to have vanished. 

In the meantime, however, the civil rights movement had come into 
full blossom with the passage of the historic Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
After the initial euphoria had passed and the political and social barri- 
ers to black participation in American society had dissipated, the 
monumental challenges to the achievement of economic equality be- 
came starkly vivid. The concept of equal employment opportunity em- 
bodied in the Act assumed that minorities were already qualified for 
available jobs. Some were. But too often, the legacy of past denial of 
opportunities to acquire sufficient human resource preparation had left 
many from these groups unqualified, uninformed, unaspiring and dis- 
proportionately concentrated in declining industries and occupations. 
In the wake of the obvious need to address the massive human resource 
development deficiencies that had been forced upon the black popula- 
tion by past de jure and de facto discrimination, the Johnson Admin- 
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istration shifted the focus of MDTA in 1967 to serve the employment 
needs of the "economically disadvantaged." This was an historic turn- 
ing point. Rather than returning to serve the broader needs of the labor 
force when the Vietnam War was over and the structural changes in 
the economy once more revealed themselves, these publicly supported 
training programs continued to focus on the employment needs of the 
"economically disadvantaged." Ostensibly, the training programs were 
for adults and youths from low-income families without regard to race. 
But as minorities in general and blacks in particular were dispropor- 
tionately concentrated in the low-income population, they dominated 
the clientele. 

In the process of concentrating on the employment needs of the "eco- 
nomically disadvantaged," however, these remedial programs acquired 
a stigmatizing image that implied that human resource programs were 
only for those people unable to help themselves. As a consequence, 
when the Reagan Administration came to power in 1981 with a deter- 
mination to reduce federal spending on social programs, these pro- 
grams did not have a politically powerful enough constituency to 
withstand the assault. The programs were drastically reduced in both 
their substance and in their level of financial support. Had the full po- 
tential of a national human resource development policy been in place 
to assist all income groups in need, it is unlikely that this dismantling 
process could have been accomplished. 

Assuming that the federal government may someday renew the pro- 
cess of actively supporting human resource development, the qualita- 
tive dimensions of a human resource strategy should embrace three 
concepts: salvage; a preventive maintenance; and long-run educational 
development. 

The Salvage Function. Despite the aforementioned efforts to reduce 
their numbers, there remain a number of individuals and subgroups of 
the population that are unprepared to find employment on a regular 
and self-supporting basis. In many instances, it is necessary for a civil- 
ized and generally prosperous society to financially support these 
persons-usually, however, at only marginally sufficient levels. With- 
out targeted programs to develop their human resource abilities, these 
people are essentially doomed to play out their lives in poverty. There 
are also other persons who lack sufficient skills and education (because 
opportunities to acquire them were unavailable or inadequate, or be- 
cause of a personal failure to take advantage of opportunities that did 
exist), which means that they are often forced to survive in the sizeable 
"irregular economy" of narcotics dealing, prostitution, gambling, and 
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theft. Not all poor people or all "street hustlers" are amenable to a res- 
cue attempt by human resources programs. But as long as there are 
sufficient numbers, a salvage strategy to provide a life-line of opportu- 
nity to prepare for legitimate employment is in order. For not only is 
it a socially worthy undertaking to reduce human suffering but, as in- 
dicated earlier, there is also the pragmatic economic reality that unedu- 
cated and poorly skilled workers can become "a monumental drag" to 
a post-industrial society. 

Although a number of labor force issues could be cited where a sal- 
vage response seems warranted, three illustrative problems stand out 
in the mid-1980s: the declining black male labor force participation 
rate, the growth in the number of female-headed households and the 
feminization of poverty, and the mounting level of adult illiteracy. The 
corrective factors associated with each of these concerns are unlikely 
to be resolved by reliance on standard fiscal and monetary solutions. 
Each of these deserves a brief elaboration. 

Historically, the labor force participation rate of black males ex- 
ceeded that of white males for every age cohort. Beginning in the 1950s 
and since then, the reverse trend has developed. Consequently by 1985, 
the overall black male labor force participation rate was 70.8 percent 
while the comparable rate for white males was 77.0 percent. All things 
being equal, there is no reason why white males should now have higher 
participation rates for every age cohort than do black males or why 
white males should have a considerably higher overall rate. But, of 
course, all things have not been equal. Black workers are clustered dis- 
proportionately in declining industries in the inner cities of about 
twelve major urban areas, in addition to being scattered throughout 
much of the rural South. Jobs in general are scarce in these areas. But 
jobs are especially hard to find if one has few skills and a poor education 
and if there are limited opportunities to acquire or to develop latent 
abilities. Too often, this has been the case for black males. The process 
of finding a job that can provide adequate income is made more diffi- 
cult if there are lingering practices and practitioners of racial discrimi- 
nation. Under these conditions, an inordinate number of black males 
apparently have despaired from seeking work in the regular economy. 
There is, of course, an ominous societal implication to the secular de- 
cline in their participation rates. If adult black males are not at work, 
or in school, or in the military, what are they doing to survive? 

The second group of special concern is female heads of households- 
especially those with families below the poverty level. In 1985, 10 mil- 
lion families were headed by females (because of divorce, separation, 
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widowhood, or having children born out of wedlock). Of these, 6 mil- 
lion had children under the age of eighteen living with them. One of 
every three families headed by a woman was living in poverty (com- 
pared to one of thirteen for all families). In the labor market, the female 
single parent is often plagued by educational deficiencies, high unem- 
ployment, and low earnings. It is unlikely that many of these female 
family heads would be able to improve their employment and income 
opportunities without specific programmatic assistance. 

Overlapping the issues of the nonparticipation of black adult males 
and the employment difficulties confronting female single parents is a 
third salvage problem: adult illiteracy. Although the 1980 Census- 
relying primarily upon written responses to a written questionnaire- 
concluded that the nation is almost 100 percent literate, these findings 
have been seriously questioned. Indeed, based upon studies that have 
focused squarely upon the issue of literacy, the U.S. Department of 
Education reported in 1983 that 23 million adults are totally or func- 
tionally illiterate and that another 23 million adults are only marginally 
literate at best.3s Other studies released in the early 1980s have placed 
these numbers even higI1er.3~ The situation is believed to be so severe 
that the National Commission on Excellence in Education, appointed 
by President Ronald Reagan, concluded its 1983 comprehensive report 
by saying that the future welfare of the nation is "in peril" and chose 
to title its report, Nation at Risk.40 

The economic consequences of mounting levels of adult illiteracy 
among the labor force are much more severe in the emerging service- 
oriented society than was the case when the goods-producing sector 
dominated the employment generation process. The bulk of employ- 
ment opportunities provided by the goods-producing industries in the 
first half of the twentieth century did not require much in the way of 
educational and verbal skills from its jobs seekers. But the service econ- 
omy is based much more upon verbal than manual skills. Thus, the 
literacy gap has emerged at a time when changes in the labor market 
are placing a premium on communication skills. Service industries and 
technologically-oriented businesses require workers to handle compre- 
hensive tasks that are often based more on reading, writing, and listen- 
ing than on manipulative skills. Thus, there is an inherent threat to the 
evolving viability of the economy because of widespread adult illiter- 
acy. It entails more than a loss in potential worker productivity because 
of the limited availability of employment opportunities for such peo- 
ple. Adult illiteracy also contributes to the incidence of workplace 
accidents, the provision of poor quality products and services to 
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customers, and the loss of management and supervisory time. Even the 
U.S. Department of Defense has been forced to spend "thousands of 
dollars to convert weapon manuals into easy-to-read comic books for 
military recruits who are expected to handle complicated equip- 
ment."4' Hence, even the nation's ability to adequately defend itself 
may be at stake. 

As if the number of functionally illiterate adults were not bad 
enough, it is estimated that their ranks are actually swelling by about 
2.3 million persons a year.42 Growing adult illiteracy has been attrib- 
uted to the declining standards of the nation's educational institutions 
from elementary through college levels. Another cause has been the epi- 
demic of teenage pregnancies over the past decade, which contributes 
to the school "drop-out" problem. Whatever the reasons, it is estimated 
that about one million teenagers leave schools each year without suffi- 
cient literacy skills. But the largest source of growth in the ranks of the 
functionally illiterate is immigrants who cannot speak English and who, 
in many cases, are illiterate in their own native language. This is espe- 
cially the case with would-be workers who enter the nation illegally 
from Mexico and the Caribbean Basin. It also applies to many of the 
recent refugees admitted from Southeast Asia and from many of the 
post-1980 asylees and asylee-applicants from Cuba, Haiti, El Salvador, 
and G ~ a t e m a l a . ~ ~  

Thus, there is an urgent need to undertake a national program geared 
to the attainment of educational competency. It was estimated that in 
1985 about 75 percent of the unemployed persons in the United States 
have inadequate reading and writing skills.44 Until these basic deficien- 
cies are addressed, it is very difficult-if not imposssible-to provide 
the related skill acquisition needs ofthis significant segment of the adult 
population. It is also doubtful that any reasonable application of tradi- 
tional monetary or fiscal policy could alone create sufficient employ- 
ment opportunities to employ so many illiterate persons. 

The Preventive Maintenance Function. In a period of labor market 
transformation, there is an acceleration in the process by which tradi- 
tional industries and occupations decline and new ones rise to take their 
place. As discussed earlier, there are multiple new forces affecting em- 
ployment patterns in the United States. The service sector of the econ- 
omy has soared from accounting for 31 percent of the employed labor 
force in 1900 to 69 percent of employed labor force in 1984. The Bureau 
of Labor Statistics estimates that 90 percent of the growth in employ- 
ment between 1985 and 1995 will be in the service sector.4s But there 
is a pervasive myth that must be debunked: it is that service sector jobs 
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are dead-end and low paying. Some are, of course, but so are some in 
the goods-producing sector (for example, in agriculture and textile 
manufacturing). The reality is that 80 percent of the professional and 
managerial jobs in the entire economy are to be found in the service 
sector. While it is true that there are growing service employment op- 
portunities in such low-paying industries as fast-foods and nursing 
home care, there are also substantial employment increases being real- 
ized in high-paying jobs in computer services, legal services, and ad- 
vertising, as well as average-paying jobs in insurance, wholesale trade, 
and auto repairing.46 In general, the shift to a service-based economy 
will lead to an upgrading of the skill and educational requirements of 
the labor force from what hitherto existed. 

The rapid shift to a service economy also has implications for the 
location of jobs. Goods-producing industries tend to cluster in specific 
geographic areas. But the key characteristic of services is that they must 
be produced locally. Thus, the shift from goods to services has contri- 
buted to the de-centralization of employment away from its historic 
concentration in the urban Northeast to other regions. Shifting national 
defense expenditures have also affected the geography of jobs. Histor- 
ically, through the Korean Conflict of the 1950s, major non-personnel 
defense expenditures were made on steel and wheeled vehicles. Since 
the 1960s, however, the bulk of non-personnel expenditures has shifted 
towards missiles, rockets, and aircraft. These weapons often require 
that some phase of their construction be accomplished out-of-doors 
and that they be tested either over water or in remote areas with low 
populations. The result has been a shift in employment opportunities 
to the Southeast and Southwest. 

In an environment of rapid shifts in employment patterns, it is nec- 
essary to recognize that both job and occupational changes will occur 
frequently over one's working life. Indeed, a typical worker entering the 
labor force in the mid-1980s can be expected to change jobs six or seven 
times and to change occupations three times over his or her working 
life. In this context of flux, there is a need to have in place a human 
resource system that can provide job retraining, up-to-date labor mar- 
ket information, ample opportunities for educational upgrading, and 
relocation assistance to promote the readjustment process for those 
who cannot easily, if at all, make these transitions. The system should 
not just help the working poor. It should also be designed to assist all 
income groups who become vulnerable to unemployment. 

Traditionally, decisions pertaining to selecting careers, receiving 
training, securing education, and locating jobs have been left to indi- 
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viduals. But in a climate of rapid changes in employment patterns, 
there is a need for a preventive maintenance system of human resource 
programs to mitigate fear, hardship, and inefficiencies. Included in this 
public system would be programs to gather and disseminate up-to-date 
job information, as well as to provide job counseling. The federal gov- 
ernment can also analyze and forecast labor demand patterns, as well 
as publicize the associated job requirements. It can also assist the ad- 
justment process by actually financing occupational retraining and edu- 
cational upgrading opportunities for adults. There are major 
institutional bamers that confront individuals who must re-adjust to 
changing employment conditions on their own. First, the personal 
financial cost of acquiring new training and additional education can 
be substantial. Secondly, there is often a lack of appropriate adult train- 
ing and educational facilities in local areas that are in tune with national 
labor market needs. And thirdly, there is a lack of assurance that, if an 
individual has to make an unassisted new career decision, and under- 
takes a lengthy retraining process, new opportunities will actually be 
available. 

An ideal preventive maintenance system would also include a com- 
prehensive program to facilitate labor mobility from areas of worker 
surplus to areas of labor scarcity. Voluntary relocation programs are 
part of human resource initiatives in Western Europe, but they have 
not passed the pilot experimental stage in the United States. The resis- 
tance to such efforts is political, not economic. Because of the "one- 
man, one vote" principle that allocates political power, politicians are 
loathe to support programs to move their constituents to other political 
jurisdictions no matter how serious their employment needs. In con- 
trast, politicians are willing to support almost any endeavor to attract 
industry to their jurisdictions (for instance, "enterprise zones," tax 
abatements, the issuance of industrial bonds, and the creation of indus- 
trial parks) but will oppose most efforts to move workers out. Often the 
efforts to attract new industries are unsuccessful, or insufficient, or the 
new industries bring their workers with them and only "cream" the lo- 
cal labor supply for new hires. The needy workers of the local area, 
therefore, are often left with the prospect of seeking some form of in- 
come maintenance or of relocating elsewhere on their own. When 
workers who are not in the higher occupational echelons relocate on 
their own initiative, the decisions are frequently made on the basis of 
kinship ties rather than as a response to demonstrated labor shortages. 
A guided relocation program would involve the use of trained experts 
to screen and to refer for voluntary interstate transfer those workers 
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who can fill job vacancies in localities where jobs actually exist. Such 
a process can eliminate much of the waste, hardship, and disorderly 
search for new jobs that confront some workers who have been dis- 
located from their former employment. 

In each of the above instances, the justification for public interven- 
tions is based on the belief that they can enhance the actual workings 
of the labor market. The process does not counter revealed market con- 
ditions but, rather, serves to facilitate the efficiency of the adjustment 
process by addressing the institutional obstacles. 

Long-Run Educational Development. Ultimately, the foundation of 
a human resource strategy for a rapidly changing economy must be 
built on the quality of the nation's overall education system. As one 
study of the economic implications of the computer age concluded in 
1983, "a highly literate work force, not necessarily college-trained, is 
precisely what is needed for worker flexibility and adaptability in the 
post-industrial society, with its ever more rapidly changing circum- 
~tances."~7 The study noted that what is often overlooked in discussions 
of Japan's emphasis on education is that their primary and secondary 
education system is not intended to create an educational elite but, 
rather, to generate a high average level of capability throughout their 
society. 

It is not necessary at this juncture to detail the litany of indictments 
contained in the studies that have catalogued the serious failures of the 
contemporary U.S. educational system.48 Blame for the past is less im- 
portant than responsibility for the future. The extensive institutional 
reforms that are needed, however, involve far more than the public ex- 
penditure of increasing sums. They entail major educational changes 
in teacher preparation, compensation, and certification; in administra- 
tive practices and the distribution of decision-making power; in cur- 
riculum development; in disciplinary practices; and in academic 
standards for assessing student performance and promotion. They also 
involve the need for greater emphasis on "drop-out" prevention, as well 
as the need to provide lifetime educational opportunities that are acces- 
sible for more adults. And, they include the necessity to make access 
to education at all levels contingent on the ability to learn and not on 
the ability to pay. In other words, extensive institutional changes are 
essential if education is to contribute to the answer and not worsen the 
problem of contemporary labor force adjustment. 

Any serious effort to reform the nation's education system so that it 
can become congruent with meeting long-term economic needs must 
ultimately be linked to some degree of national economic planning. To 
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this end, there is an implicit need for the adoption of an overall indus- 
trial policy for the nation of which education and training policies 
would be a vital c0mponent.~9 Although the topic is controversial, there 
can be little purposeful long-term educational preparation of the labor 
force for employment if there is little direction provided as to where 
the economy is thought to be going. 

Equal Employment Opportunity. The discussion of human resource 
development up to this point has been predicated on the assumption 
that qualified workers will have equal access to job openings. Experi- 
ence, however, has demonstrated that it cannot be realistically assumed 
that labor markets function solely on the basis of merit and productiv- 
ity. It has also been revealed that the roots of discrimination run deep 
into the institutional practices that prepare workers to compete in the 
labor market. Hence, mechanisms to monitor employment practices 
and patterns and to redress wrongful actions must be a fundamental 
component of any serious human resource development strategy. 
Without these assurances, there is little logic in public efforts to develop 
the human resource potential of significant segments of the labor force. 

Although there is no dispute among economists over the principle 
that workers should be employed on the basis of their productive cap- 
abilities and not their personal characteristics, there has been extensive 
disagreement over what constitutes discrimination and how extensive 
an issue it is. The perception of the nature of the issue, as well as the 
assessment of its magnitude, are important because they define the na- 
ture of the appropriate remedies and determine the degree of impor- 
tance to be assigned to the problem. 

Until the late 1950s, neoclassical economics essentially ignored the 
issue of employment discrimination in the labor market. In a compet- 
itive environment, employment discrimination is an irrational act and 
the theory assumes rational behavior. But during these same years, as 
the conditions were occurring that would spawn the civil rights move- 
ment, Gary Becker introduced a refinement of neoclassical the01-y.$O He 
conceded that some employers may have "a taste for discrimination" 
that may be reflected in their employment decisions. This "taste," how- 
ever, is seen to be an entirely exogenous factor that is beyond the pur- 
view of economic analysis. There is no indication as to what creates it 
or what forces perpetrate it. Becker's analysis was welcomed by neo- 
classical theorists because it implied that, if discrimination is eradi- 
cated, labor markets will function in their assumedly competitive 
manner. Becker, however, defined discrimination in a very limited 
way: it existed only in those circumstances where two workers of a 
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different race (or any other arbitrary distinction) who both have equal 
productivities are paid differently. If productivities differ, then there is 
no discrimination, since rewards are merely reflecting differential hu- 
man capital endowments. Becker's analysis, therefore, was more a the- 
ory of wages than a theory of discrimination. 

Numerous major refinements were soon offered by other neoclassical 
 economist^.^' These refinements, however, revealed considerable dis- 
agreements. As Ray Marshall has noted "they [that is, neoclassicalists] 
agree only on the form of the theory, not on the details or even the 
major conclusions."52 

By far, the most complete statement of the revised neoclassical the- 
ory was offered by Kenneth Arrow.53 Essentially, Arrow rejected the 
idea of "tastes for discrimination" and instead introduced the notion 
of "statistical discrimination" as the explanation for continuing racial 
and gender differences in the labor market. That is to say, employers 
use group characteristics as a proxy for individual characteristics. Ini- 
tial differences in productivities could be taken as a given and rein- 
forced over time to become a "perception of reality." But what is the 
basis of these "beliefs"? Arrow suggested cognitive dissonance. But as 
Marshall notes, it is difficult to see how beliefs in a supposedly rational 
paradigm could persist if they were merely perceptions of reality that 
experience demonstrated to be erroneous. Likewise, the revised theory 
does not give any indication about what givesdiscriminators the power 
to discriminate in a competitive market system. Presumably there 
must be in a competitive system at least one employer who would act 
rationally and not practice discrimination. If so, such an employer 
would drive all firms who practice discrimination out of business. For 
these and other reasons, there are really no useful anti-discrimination 
policies that flow from the revised neoclassical model. Accordingly, the 
neoclassical model has rendered no contribution to real-world efforts 
to address one of the major labor market issues of this generation. 

Neoclassical theory makes no distinction between overt and covert 
discrimination. It ignores completely the consequences of discrimina- 
tion that occur when institutional practices deny equal access to jobs, 
training, and information to certain subgroups of the labor force. As a 
consequence, those groups that are discriminated against may not have 
the opportunity or may not aspire to seek the necessary skill and edu- 
cational requisites. It was these practices that the National Advisory 
Commission on Civil Disorders unanimously found in 1968 to be the 
principle bamer confronting the integregation of blacks into the eco- 
nomic ma in~ t r eam.~~  Similar claims have been made about the obsta- 
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cles that confront other racial minorities in particular and women in 
general. By failing to stress the difference between overt discrimination 
and institutional discrimination, it is possible that discriminators can 
practice covert discrimination while claiming to be objective in their 
employment decisions. 

When the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, it, too, incorporated 
a perception that the problem of discrimination was manifested only 
through overt actions. Discrimination was viewed as being unambigu- 
ous. Hence, when passed, the Act was written in language that simulta- 
neously sought to outlaw discriminatory actions while trying to protect 
the rights of employers to choose the most qualified labor force avail- 
able, as well as to protect the job security rights of present employees. 
The gross inadequacies of this perception of both the problem and the 
scope of the appropriate remedies were soon revealed by the outbreak 
of civil disorders in urban centers across the nation in the mid-1960s. 
They occurred at a time when aggregate unemployment was consider- 
ably lower (in the mid-3 percent range) than it has been ever since. The 
message was clear: equal employment opportunity meant more than 
simply full employment-the sine qua non of neoclassical, Keynesian, 
and monetarist paradigms. It meant that there had to be changes in the 
racial and gender composition of employment patterns, as opposed to 
an exclusive policy focus merely on the level of employment. As a black 
leader once expressed it: "after all, we had full employment back on 
the plantations." 

The finding of the Commission on Civil Disorders was that "white 
racism" as manifested by institutional discrimination was the chief bar- 
rier to the attainment of equal employment opportunity. This conclu- 
sion opened an entirely new policy era with respect to the issue of 
employment discrimination. The findings were not original, as other 
scholars (especially in sociology and psychology) had earlier made the 
same point. But the fact that a national commission composed entirely 
of political moderates could so boldly and clearly make the charge gave 
credence to the prop~s i t ion .~~ It meant that a declaration of words to 
prohibit labor market discrimination would not suffice to provide 
equal employment opportunity. Labor market interventions would be 
required. 

Although the Commission spoke only of the predicament of blacks, 
the message to varying degrees applied to other groups that had also 
sustained discrimination. The heritage of past denial of opportunities 
raises difficult questions such as stifled occupational aspirations, the 
effects of unequal educational quality, the absence of labor market in- 
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formation channels, the lack of opportunity to acquire skills in the 
newer and more technologically-oriented industries and the expanding 
managerial and professional occupations, and the paucity of formal job 
credentials. As for the actual implementation of equal employment op- 
portunity at the work site, institutional discrimination raised difficult 
questions concerning recruitment, screening, and training practices of 
employers. Many of these practices were viewed by employers as legiti- 
mate methods to attract, cull, and prepare a qualified labor force. Thus, 
as Peter B. Doeringer and Michael Piore have warned, "the inherent 
equity of an attack upon racial discrimination is not always as clear to 
those within the market as it is to outsiders, and efforts to eliminate 
racial discrimination are often viewed by the employers and employees 
as an assault upon the instruments which effect labor market adjust- 
ment and preserve job sec~rity."~6 The process of actually securing 
changes in employment practices, therefore, has proven to be both diffi- 
cult and slow. 

Without diverting into a lengthy discussion of how equal employ- 
ment opportunity policy has evolved, it suffices to say that by the 
mid- 1980s it has reached a crossroads. Equal employment opportunity 
policy, as manifested by the development of affirmative action pro- 
grams, has always been premised on the assumption that qualified 
workers from previously excluded groups do exist. Public policy can 
only ask that job credentials be job-related and that employment prac- 
tices be fair. For many women and for some minorities this is all that 
has been necessary to open up employment opportunities where they 
previously did not exist. It is essential that these efforts continue, as it 
is unlikely that the principles of equal employment opportunity have 
yet been fully institutionalized to the degree that they can be taken for 
granted. On the other hand, until the lingering human resource devel- 
opment issues addressed elsewhere in this essay are fully supported and 
funded, it is unlikely that significant changes in racial employment pat- 
terns are going to occur. In fact, there is ample reason to fear that they 
are going to deteriorate. 

The Final Dimension 

The aforementioned themes have sought to highlight the critical role 
that human resources assume in the development of industrial societies 
in general and in the United States in particular. They have also focused 
upon programmatic efforts to assure that the latent abilities of the work 
force are given the opportunity to be developed and to be impartially 
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employed. But the accomplishment of these tasks will be of little con- 
sequence if there is not parallel concern for the type of world in which 
these endeavors are an evolving part. 

The goal of human resource development should be to provide op- 
portunities for individuals to become better informed-in the sense 
both of one's personal ability to be prepared for employment and one's 
broader awareness of the quality of the society of which he or she is a 
part. The nation is entering a period of economic revolution in the 
means and methods of production. The answers to the problems of the 
past appear to have little relevancy to those of the present. The same 
can be said for the relevancy of past academic paradigms depicting the 
operation of the economy. The pressure to use science as a form of in- 
novation and to encourage the technological application of the ensuing 
outcomes is not coming from the competitive sectors of the economy. 
Instead, the generative forces stem primarily from the oligopolistic pri- 
vate sector, the public sector at the federal level (especially as mani- 
fested by its expenditures on advanced forms of defense weaponry) 
and, the quasi-public support given by the federal government to pri- 
vate profit and non-profit enterprises for scientific research and devel- 
opment. As Robert Heilbroner has noted, the spectacular growth since 
World War I1 in scientific discovery and technological application "is 
no longer a spontaneous product of market forces."57 Perceptively, he 
warns that "the idea that technology is benign in its social impact may 
be the most tragic of all contemporary faiths."5s Technology and sci- 
ence have become commanding realities that are reshaping the rela- 
tionship of human beings to their natural environment. Educational 
institutions, in addition to their vocational mission, must inspire labor 
force participants to pursue life-long self-education, as well as to trans- 
mit the obligation to their leaders to require that the forces of science 
and technology be used for tolerant, compassionate, and peaceful pur- 
poses. It is imperative that the uses of these forces be the result of de- 
cisions made by an informed citizenry and not by an opinionated or 
indifferent society. Otherwise, the progression of industrialization 
could lead to calamitous human consequences. As Carlo Cipolla has 
warned, "the mass schools of the industrial world tend to teach tech- 
niques that leave the spirit barren."59 He adds that "there is nothing 
more dangerous than technical knowledge when unaccompanied by re- 
spect for human life and human v a l u e ~ . " ~ ~  As one witnesses the advent 
of genetic engineering, robotics, nuclear power, genetic screening, arti- 
ficial intelligence, laser-based weaponry, and space stations (to recite 
only a few science-based technologies) into societies that are still domi- 
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nated by intolerance and aggressiveness, there is justifiable reason for 
alarm. 

If human resources are truly "the wealth of nations," their develop- 
ment carries with it the parallel responsibility to recognize that their 
contribution to the economy must enhance the quality of life on this 
planet and not lead to its enslavement, impoverishment, or extinction. 
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